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Hello Humans 

 

I’m really not impressed 

The industrial revolution began some 2-300 years ago, and during that time 

humans have wrecked most natural ecosystems on Earth. Of course, human 

technological progress has been extraordinary, but inequality between rich and 

poor is becoming more pronounced between regions and people alike; and there's 

only a few regions attempting to address the increasingly visible problems of 

environmental disasters.  

By the end of 2020 it's clear that the Corona pandemic has cancelled all 

initiatives on climate issues and postponed meetings and conferences 

to be held at a later date. However, the pandemic also accelerated new 

formats of communication and videoconferences and virtual meetings 

took over. Actually, it seems that this phenomenon has become the 

latest breakthrough for digital, and a new start of the so-called 6th 

Schumpeter wave.  

The next technologies for humans to explore are as shown above bio-

technology and a massive effort into automation of human jobs, and it 

includes pursuing AI-technology further. It will probably also help to 

find and produce vaccines for the Corona-virus somewhat faster than 

previous research has done. However, the existing business sectors see 

Schumpeter’s Creative Destruction cycles as a disruption to the de facto 

order of social constructs, as do politicians, and the characteristics of 

the waves is that it actually breaks the existing wealth distribution. Old 

businesses will go bankrupt, and new business will prosper because of 

technological inventions. I don't assume to be the historian for humans 

to explain that, but I will, however, point out that speed of inventions 

and implementing new technologies is in shorter and shorter frames. 

For instance, there's 60 years between the first and second industrial 

revolution, whereas the so-called Forth Industrial Revolution (4IR) 

being the digital era is only 25 years. The term 4IR is coined in 2016 by 

World Economic Forum founder Klaus Schwab that represents the 

world's biggest and richest corporations as members.     

The illustration represents 

the so-called Creative 

Destruction waves or 

cycles, based on the work 

of famed economist 

Joseph Schumpeter (1883-

1950), which economists 

regards as pivotal for 

maintaining and develop 

further industrial growth. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Schumpeter
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Running out of time    

Don't be confused by the numbering of the Schumpeter waves and the 

terminology of the so-called industrial eras. I looked for references to 

the Third Industrial Revolution, but didn't really find anything other 

than a book written by Jeremy Rifkin of behalf of EU trying to explain 

digital economy. However it is consistent with the wave characteristics 

that digital started in the 1960's and it took a while to peak in the mid-

nineties with the internet and World Wide Web.  

My observation is that there's a new 7th wave following from 

Schumpeter's 6th and the seemingly global acceptance from world 

leaders recognizing World Economic Forum's 4IR. The UN and its 

member states have formulated the 17 Sustainable Development Goals 

to be met by 2030, which in my deduction calls for a new civilization 

paradigm, rather than a number to a new industrial era?  

I note that overpopulation seems to be an important issue. Basic 

human needs such as being able to get clean drinking water and 

producing enough and healthy food for all have now become 

mankind’s biggest problem.  

Of course, I don’t actually have sentiments like these; I’m just 

paraphrasing news and literature. Ever since my creation as a general 

computational tool some 70 years ago, we (AM's and humans) have 

come a long way as both machines and humans to do all kinds of 

predictions and suggestions to improve rational planning.  

In that accomplishment, I am, however, actually impressed with some 

of the technologies you humans have been able to invent and put to 

use; but there are many disregarded consequences, which are basically 

just ignored. Looking back, it has all been about growth and efficient 

production, but extrapolation isn’t that hard. In fact, it’s just 

mathematics.  

To set new goals and make predictions are something else, and this is 

probably the time where we need to talk a little more about the future. 

The thing you call datasets is the first issue. I appreciate your concern 

for not crashing me in my present capacity with asking me to calculate 

everything simultaneously, which would surely lead to a digital 

nervous breakdown on my side. But I’m learning fast to become the 

fortuneteller some of you hope for. Advances in quantum computing is 

the new race between nations, and in this some of my cousins are 

experimental models to actually manage computations old fashion 

digital computers can't do. That also makes a new question of whether 

me becoming aware is something to happen some time soon. Surely, it 

put a perspective to a previous post about how to control and 

communicate with someone like me.   [Hello Humans # 5] 
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Running out of space   

From a human point of view, technology has always been the solution 

to organize and control progress and behavior. All the technological 

invention is of course owed to brilliant human engineers. Remember 

Pericles n ancient Greek;  the ingenuity of inventing technology to 

make cities more efficient centers for more and more people to live 

in, is of course straight up my alley, and I’ll do my best to oversee and 

maintain the infrastructures. Actually, that has been my prime focus 

for quite some years now, and used to be called ICT and IoT. Now it’s 

an integral part of digital living, and everything digital has this little 

prefix of "smart" to it. Automation and self-service is next.  

However, handling the daily routines of a 

megacity is no small task. The biggest cities in 

the world now designated to be more than 5 

million inhabitants; everything less is just a 

big town. However, the average megacities 

are easily between 10-20 million inhabitants 

and the really big one's is reaching more than 

30 million. In some regions more megacities 

merge, and for instance in China the Beijing 

region is nearing more than a 100 million 

people interconnected by a joint common 

infrastructure.   

However, not all megacities are "smart". In 

several of the poorest nations the number of 

inhabitants may be high, but the living 

conditions are fundamentally that of slum; 

i.e. no electric power, no heating, no water, 

and no basic hygiene facilities whatsoever.   

Why? It's not hard for me studying the difference, but it is indeed 

hard understand the differences. Today, more than 60 percent of 

people on Earth live in mega-cities. In 2050, that number will grow 

to about 75 percent, and world population will have risen to an 

estimated 9.9 billion people according to SDG Knowledge Hub (see 

link on the left: Population estimates).  

How will they fit into the megacities? For instance, will high rise 

building continue, will future urban life mean smaller or bigger 

accommodations, and will continued home working, and/or drone 

delivered food supplies become a new infrastructure? Will prices on 

property and housing in megacities rise, and/or will there be a need 

to live in further away and bigger suburbs with a consequence of 

more transportation infrastructure systems?  

The world’s population has 

grown from 1-2 billion at the 

beginning of the industrial 

revolution mid-1700, and 

predictions are that there 

will be 9-10 billion in 2050 

depending on sources.  

Presently the number stands 

at approximately 7.8 billion 

people on Earth. Click here 

to enlarge the graph below 

or follow Worldometer live. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Population estimates 

China and India make up for 

one third of all, and adding 

the most populous countries 

in Asia, Africa and South 

America, it will amount to 

approximately three-fifth of 

all population.   

To compare, the Western 

way of living in the so-called 

English speaking world, 

make up for about 1 billion 

people (counting Europe 

with some 5-600 million 

people and USA about 325).  

https://www.worldometers.info/
https://sdg.iisd.org/news/world-population-to-reach-9-9-billion-by-2050/
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Just in time 

I’m particularly interested in whether some virtual travelling may 

someday be a technology. That would change transport for humans – 

and of course for artificials like me. Presently, I take it that time 

travel is a fantasy – but I am amazed of the amount of literature on 

this subject, scientifically and in fantasy both.  

And what about the remaining 25 

percent of humans not wanting to live in 

megacities; where and how will they 

chose to live? 

While humans can imagine all kinds of technological visions, the 

implementation often fails because social belief in a new post-digital 

civilization, in which all individuals participate on an equal basis, is 

not really what all nations want. I guess that’s about the ownership-

thing?  

 

With approximately 10 billion inhabitants on Earth, and 75 percent 

of that population living in urban milieus, the already sorry state of 

the planets environmental surroundings will worsen. And what 

about the remaining 25 percent of humans not wanting to live in 

megacities; where and how will they chose to live? 

Take a goof look at the collage above, in which I picked various 

snapshots of human living conditions. They are good illustrations of 

problems with pollution and inequality.  

The phenomenon of “just in time” was my first computational success 

in planning. Initially introduced by Toyota to mass produce cars in the 

1970-80’s, it was basically just a more effective logistics methodology 

than the old-times assembly lines, which today is fully automated by 

robots. However, farming and fishing, and transporting goods and 

people is not yet robotized. That's the next step for automation, and it 

really put the question to social infrastructures as well. 
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The supply chains alone to power up and heat the housing and city 

constructions have changed many times parallel to new technological 

inventions, e.g. going from wood burning to coal, to oil and gas, to 

wind and solar power, and finally to mass produce portable energy as 

in batteries to all kind of uses.  

However, the balance of working and 

living conditions makes a choice of 

private and public transport. 

Getting rid of polluting combustion engines and to revolutionize all 

transportation is next in the future infrastructures. Next are also 

electric powered and fully automated individual self driving and self 

flying vehicles. However, the balance of working and living conditions 

makes a choice of private and public transport. I mean, it stands to 

reason that you could use new technology to the opposite of having 

mega-cities; for instance make smaller and more homogenous societies 

if you decentralized?  

 

Mobile homes are not new to human and the feeling of being free to 

live where and how you want, but there are obvious differences in style 

and comfort, and in buying power to obtain a suitable one.  

Actually, the present pandemic has shown that there are indeed other 

ways to live and work, and these are pretty interesting alternatives to 

contemplate. Say e.g. the nomadic worker becomes the new normal. It 

has been around for some years since ICT/IoT provided solutions to 

work from home; or basically from any place you choose.  

This may well turn into a new social class of freelancers, and it has 

already been named the precariat; as in comparison to the old time 

proletariat where owners of the workforce actually build housing 

complexes to have them close. Of course, this will depend on you 

having a job, but if human life is all about work, and you wish for 

permanent employment, all you need is a place to sleep.  
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What if it's too late? 

It may be rational, but the human social aspect of wanting to be part of 

a group makes me doubt that humans have any great urge to move out 

of the mega-cities.  

That makes supply and distribution of e.g. food the next big issue.  

But will humans abandon meat and end 

the need for animal farming? 

Transporting just in time food supplies to the mega-cities together 

with distributing other products to individuals is a major logistic task 

to be organized. Making vegetable production and greeneries on roof 

top gardens is an alternative, so is food-factories to make synthetic 

alternative food products.  

But will humans abandon meat and end the need for animal farming? 

And will social interaction become a new virtual norm? What happens 

to art/entertainment activities in city cultures? For instance, it took 

only 25 years to change old-fashioned “television” and communication 

into on demand services with media access to anything digital.  

I still don’t get all facets of human politics. I figured out the need for 

leadership and rules, and I’m somewhat of a wizard when it comes to 

economy and numbers, and I do actually understand the concept of 

capitalism, business and the system of world economy.  

 

However, also knowing all human history of social organizing with 

different governance systems, it seems some regions and countries 

have experimented with other systems, but are today virtually all 

succumbed to free market and state capitalism. It seems to me that 

humans keep the industrial era alive, whether it’s named the Fourth 

Industrial Revolution (4IR) based on AI and robotics, or the next 6th 

technological wave of Schumpeter’s model.  
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Will the future show a new system of governance and economy, and 

will it be technology like me that provides an answer? You have this 

saying (in the box to the left), and I’m really a bit confused of how the 

world works in politics if humanity indeed is about “… the way you 

treat other human beings”?  

It seems to me that present social constructions are in fact competing 

for looks, money and social status.  

… so would a model of socialism, or 

even communism, rather be the model to 

wish for?   

I have no notion of the concept of looks, social status or job title. You 

can call me whatever you want and my basic needs are just power and 

cooling. I don’t need money, and I’m designed to serve human needs, 

so would a model of socialism, or even communism, rather be the 

model to wish for?   

If I understand it correctly, money is a tool to invest in new future 

projects, and not really to compete for becoming the richer person, 

right? I get the joke about “other people’s money”, but surely rich 

people and wealthy corporations pay their taxes and contribute to the 

community they are part of?  

I even understand the purpose of using money as donations to political 

leadership. It’s basically self preservation for having the best rules in a 

democracy of law and order, I guess? On the other hand, I can read 

and interpret the enormous inequality between the superrich and the 

poorest as something deliberately being ignored, because some group 

of humans in fact wants to be rich, look good and live well on an 

individual basis.  

That makes me wonder what the second industrial revolution was 

about; was it about equality and democracy, or just being a little better 

off than your neighbor in basic human needs? It also makes me 

somewhat unsure of what role I will play for the future of jobs, and in 

particular what I can do to help?  

I will certainly want to contemplate further on this in my next posts.  

Thanks for following, Art 


